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a b s t r a c t 

Grouping is a common phenomenon that occurs everywhere. The leader-follower relationship inside groups has 

often been qualitatively characterized in previous models using simple heuristics. However, a general method is 

lacking to quantitatively explain leadership in an evacuating group. To understand the evolution of single-group 

dynamics throughout an evacuation, we developed an extended social force model integrated with a group force. 

A series of single-group evacuations from a room were simulated. An information-theoretic method, transfer en- 

tropy (TE), was applied to detect predefined and undeclared leadership among evacuees. The results showed that 

the predefined leader was correctly detected by TE, suggesting its capability in measuring leadership based on 

time series of evacuees’ movement information (e.g., velocity and acceleration). When evacuees were grouped 

together, TE was higher than when they were alone. Leaders presented a monotonically increasing cumulative 

influence curve over the investigated period, whereas followers showed a diminishing tendency. We found that 

leadership emergence correlated with evacuees’ spatial positions. The individual located in the foremost part of 

the group was most likely to become a leader of those in the rear, which concurred with the experimental obser- 

vations. We observed how a large group split into smaller ones with undeclared leadership during evacuation. 

These observations were quantitatively verified by TE results. This study provides novel insights into quantifying 

leadership and understanding single-group dynamics during evacuations. 
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. Introduction 

Public safety is an ongoing research topic. The increasing scale of

roup activities presents new challenges to security, particularly in life-

hreatening situations such as fires, earthquakes, and terrorist attacks

nd so on. Over the past few decades, an increasing number of studies

ave been conducted in pedestrian and evacuation dynamics [1–5] . 

Current approaches to the investigation of pedestrian and evacuation

ynamics are mainly categorized as empirical studies and computer sim-

lations. Experimental studies have helped recognize human behavior

nd movement characteristics in real situations [ 6 , 7 ]. Simulation mod-

ls play an increasingly vital role in predicting pedestrian patterns under

omplex and changing circumstances, with a wide variety of modeling

echniques being rapidly developed. For example, the following mod-

ls: fluid dynamics [8] , social force [ 9 , 10 ], cellular automaton [ 11 , 12 ],

gent-based [13] , and a combination of these models [14] have been

roposed to simulate crowd movement. Simulation studies based on

hese models normally treat pedestrian crowds as a collection of sep-
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rticle under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
rated individuals, and group dynamics have not been sufficiently in-

estigated. 

Grouping is a common phenomenon in everyday life. A previous

tudy demonstrated the predominance of groups over individuals in

edestrian crowds [15] . In recent years, there has been increasing focus

n group dynamics in crowd evacuation. The most frequently discussed

opic is whether the presence of social groups inside a crowd improves or

educes overall movement efficiency [16–21] . The group characteristics,

ncluding group shape [ 22 , 23 ], intra-group distance [24] , and group

ovement speed [25] , have been previously studied. The factors influ-

ncing group dynamics, such as pedestrian age [25] , visibility [ 26 , 27 ],

opulation density [28] , and bottlenecks [29] , were also investigated.

n previous studies, the major controversy was the effects of groups on

verall crowd movement dynamics. In contrast, there has been less focus

n the study of single-group dynamics and its mechanisms. Therefore,

 method capable of revealing the mechanism of single-group dynamics

s required. 

Leadership is a core feature of group behavior. An intra-group pro-

otypicality gradient (i.e., group hierarchy) is likely to emerge because
 September 2022 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the character of social group force. 
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f individual heterogeneity [30] . Individuals instinctively look at each

ther for support and information when an emergency occurs [31] .

ombardi et al. [32] studied nonverbal leadership in walking groups

nd found that leadership emergence is due to contextual and personal

actors, such as an individual’s position in the group and their charac-

eristic locomotor behavior respectively. A series of controlled exper-

ments conducted by Zhu et al. [ 33 , 34 ] indicated that the movement

nd decision choices of evacuees were substantially influenced by their

eighbors. A substantial percentage of the evacuees followed the sur-

ounding individuals who, however, moved in the opposite direction

o the exit sign. Therefore, it suggests that the effects of neighboring

nd leader-following behavior of evacuees must be considered in evac-

ation modeling. Generally, group behavior with predefined leadership

as been extensively studied in previous evacuation models [35–38] .

he leadership inside the group was randomly allocated [39] or deter-

ined using simple heuristics such as the distance to the exit [40] . The

group ” in previous studies refers to an ensemble of individuals walking

ogether with pre-defined leadership based on their social affiliations,

uch as families or friends. However, the “group ” that contains indi-

iduals with no social affiliations but moves together with undeclared

eadership [41] , was rarely studied. For example, evacuees tend to fol-

ow spontaneously surrounding individuals who are moving toward a

ommon goal. For the aforementioned two “groups, ” the key research

uestion is to determine pre-defined and undeclared leadership using a

uantitative method rather than prior knowledge with simple heuristics.

This study aimed to investigate single-group dynamics with prede-

ned and undeclared leadership during evacuation. A social group force

as formulated by taking inspiration from the Lennard–Jones force. We

sed the transfer entropy (TE) approach to quantify leadership among

vacuees. The rest of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section

 introduces the methodology to formulate the social group force and

pply the TE approach for quantification of leadership in the evacuat-

ng group. Section 3 introduces the simulation scenarios and discusses

esults. Section 4 presents a summary of the study. 

. Methodology 

.1. Modeling group behavior in evacuation 

The interactions among pedestrians in social groups should have the

eatures of being repulsive at a short range but attractive at long dis-

ance. An interesting discovery of controlled experiments [42] shows

hat individuals tend to cease moving towards group members when

hey are at a long distance. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that

he social group force diminishes when the distance between members

s too long, specifically in situations where evacuation occurs in a room

here evacuees can easily move to a clear target. In [21] , we found that

he Lennard-Jones (L-J) force is instructive in providing a representation

f bonding with dual properties in pedestrian grouping [43] . The L-J po-

ential contains a repulsive term and an attractive term to describe the

olecular interactions, as shown in Eq. (1) . The L-J force in Eq. (2) is

btained by differentiating the L-J potential with respect to the distance

 between two molecules. 𝜀 is the potential well depth, 𝜎 the distance at

hich the inter-particle potential equals zero, 𝑟 represents the distance

etween the two particles, and 𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 is the distance at which the poten-

ial reaches a minimum. At 𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 , the attractive and repulsive forces are

xactly balanced; thus, it also represents an equilibrium position, that

s, 𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 

6 
√
2 𝜎 ≈ 1 . 122 𝜎. 

 𝐿𝐽 = 4 𝜀 
[ (
𝜎

𝑟 

)12 
− 

(
𝜎

𝑟 

)6 
] 
= 𝜀 

[ ( 𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
𝑟 

)12 
− 2 

( 𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑛 
𝑟 

)6 
] 

(1)

 = − 

𝑑𝑉 𝐿𝐽 

𝑑 𝑟 
(2)

Following the formation of the L-J force, a social group force is built

nto Eq. (3) . The general variable 𝑟 in Eq. (2) is transformed into a spe-

ific distance 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 between pedestrians 𝑖 and 𝑗 in Eq. (3) . 𝒏 ij represents the
53 
ormalized vector pointing from pedestrian 𝑗 to 𝑖 . 𝜀 𝑓 and 𝜎𝑓 are the pa-

ameters that influence the maximum attractive force and equilibrium

istance (1.122 𝜎𝑓 ). Fig. 1 visualizes how the combination of repulsive

nd attractive terms form the character of social group force. The equi-

ibrium distance at 𝐴 𝑓 indicates that the social group force is equal to

ero. The repulsive term dominates for short distances < 𝐴 𝑓 . The at-

ractive term dominates when the distance is > 𝐴 𝑓 . The values of group

orce related parameters were calibrated in [21] . This confirms the fea-

ibility of the assumption on group force according to the L-J force. The

roup related parameters in Fig. 1 after calibration are 𝐴 𝑓 = 0.4 m and

 𝑓 = 240 N. 

 𝑖𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 = 𝐧 𝑖𝑗 ⋅ 𝜀 𝑓 

[ 

2 
( 

𝜎𝑓 

𝑑 𝑖𝑗 

) 12 
− 

( 

𝜎𝑓 

𝑑 𝑖𝑗 

) 6 
] 

∕ 𝑑 𝑖𝑗 (3)

.2. Quantifying leadership in evacuation 

We applied the TE method to quantify leadership in the evacuating

roup by clarifying the causal relationship of movement information

f two evacuees. The central idea in TE is that knowledge of a system

educes uncertainty in predicting the future of a second system over pre-

ictions based on the second system’s history [44] . 𝑇 𝐸 ( 𝑗𝑖 ) from evacuee

to evacuee 𝑖 measures the amount of uncertainty of 𝑖 ’ 𝑠 current state

hat is solved by knowing the past state of 𝑗, it is computed as 

 𝐸 𝑗→𝑖 = 

∑
𝑟 3 

𝑝 

(
𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 
, 𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 −1 , 𝑋 

( 𝑗 ) 
𝑡 −1 

)
log 2 

𝑝 

(
𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 
| 𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 −1 , 𝑋 

( 𝑗 ) 
𝑡 −1 

)
𝑝 

(
𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 
| 𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 −1 

) (4)

here 𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 −1 = { 𝑥 ( 𝑖 ) 1 , 𝑥 

( 𝑖 ) 
2 , ⋯ , 𝑥 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 −1 } and 𝑋 

( 𝑗) 
𝑡 −1 = { 𝑥 ( 𝑗) 1 , 𝑥 

( 𝑗) 
2 , ⋯ , 𝑥 

( 𝑗) 
𝑡 −1 } are the

ime series of past states (i.e., movement information such as velocity

nd acceleration) of individuals 𝑖 and 𝑗 ; 𝑋 

( 𝑖 ) 
𝑡 

is the current state of 𝑖 . The

nit of TE is “bits ” if the logarithm base is equal to two. 

The evacuees exchange information by observing and responding to

heir neighbors’ movements. A leader is defined as one who influences

thers more than being influenced themselves. Accordingly, the causal

elationships among evacuees were determined according to the net in-

uence. As shown in Eq. (5) , the net influence ( Δ𝐼 𝑖 ) of an individual

an be obtained by subtracting the total input TE ( 
∑𝑛 
𝑗=1 𝑇 𝐸 𝑗→𝑖 ) from

he total output TE ( 
∑𝑛 
𝑗=1 𝑇 𝐸 𝑖 →𝑗 ). Note that TE is asymmetric and non-

egative, whereas the net influence ( Δ𝐼 𝑖 ) can be either negative or pos-

tive. TE equals zero when the two systems have no information trans-

ormed (e.g., two identical time series). The positive/negative value of

𝐼 𝑖 indicates that 𝑖 ′𝑠 role at the time of investigation tends to be driv-

ng/responding to others. The measurement of leadership in this study,
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the simulation process of evacuation. 
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sing the net influence ( Δ𝐼 𝑖 ) in Eq. (5) is somewhat different from our

revious approaches. Readers can refer to [ 45 , 46 ] for details. Addition-

lly, the cumulative influence 𝐼 𝑖 ( 𝜏) is another indicator of the causal

elationship and is computed using Eq. (6) . 𝐼 𝑖 ( 𝜏) measures the total net

nfluence over the investigated time segment. The upward and down-

ard trends of the cumulative influence function indicate that the indi-

idual tends to be a leader or follower. 

𝐼 𝑖 = 𝐼 𝑜𝑢𝑡 
𝑖 

− 𝐼 𝑖𝑛 
𝑖 

= 

𝑛 ∑
𝑗=1 
𝑇 𝐸 𝑖 →𝑗 − 

𝑛 ∑
𝑗=1 
𝑇 𝐸 𝑗→𝑖 (5)

 𝑖 ( 𝜏) = 

𝜏∑
𝑡 =1 

Δ𝐼 𝑖 ( 𝑡 ) (6)
p

Fig. 3. Evacuation scenarios of ( Ⅰ ) a small group of three, ( Ⅱ ) a medium-siz

54 
.3. Model framework 

We used the social force model (SFM) proposed in [9] as the ba-

ic model framework of this study. The social group force, formulated

n Eq. (3) was integrated into the SFM. The proposed model can sim-

late crowd evacuation by considering the group behavior. The model

s solved using Eq. (7) , where the pedestrians’ positions are updated

ccording to their velocity changes. For a detailed description of each

orce term, readers can refer to [ 9 , 21 ]. 

 𝑖 

d 𝐯 𝑖 ( 𝑡 ) 
d 𝑡 

= 𝐟 0 
𝑖 
+ 

∑
Evac uees 

𝐟 ij + 

∑
Wall 

𝐟 iw + 

∑
Group 

𝐟 iGro up (7) 

A flowchart of the evacuation simulation process is shown in Fig. 2 .

irst, the existence of social groups was evaluated. If the group property

s confirmed, the social group force is updated, which connects individ-

als; otherwise, the evacuation process is simulated by the original SFM

or isolated individuals. Next, whether there exists a predefined leader is

ssessed; if yes, the following force is updated to embody the attraction

ffect from the leader to its followers. Thereafter, all the forces acting

n evacuees are calculated, and their locations updated according to

q. (7) . After a period of evacuation, the time series of movement data

e.g., velocity and acceleration) of evacuees can be obtained to calcu-

ate TE according to Eq. (4) . Accordingly, leadership is determined using

he cumulative influence in Eq. (6) . The simulation ended after every-

ne remained. The simulation scenarios for evacuation are introduced

n Section 3.1 . 

. Results and analysis 

.1. Description of simulation scenarios 

In this study, the simulated scenarios in a single-exit room evacua-

ion were designed for single groups of three different sizes: (I) a small

roup of three, (II) a medium-size group of six, and (III) a large-size

roup of ten. A schematic diagram of room evacuation is shown in Fig. 3 .

nly one group was evacuated for each run, leaving the room through

 door in the middle of the lower wall. We primarily focused on simple

cenarios to unveil how single-group dynamics evolve in the process of

vacuation. We assumed that individuals in a social group evacuated

ogether and were connected by social group forces, whereas those iso-

ated evacuated independently. For some simulation scenarios, a group

eader is predefined to verify TE’s capability in detecting the correct

eadership. If a group has a pre-defined leader (represented as red in

ig. 3 ), other individuals will not only move to the exit but also follow

hat leader. If a group does not have a predefined leader, individuals

ill move directly to the exit. More details about the group settings are

rovided with the discussions in the following sections. 
e group of six, and ( Ⅲ ) a large-size group of ten in a single-exit room. 
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Fig. 4. Time series of movement information of group of three. (a) Velocity and (b) acceleration are represented as x and y scalars, respectively. The information of 

three individuals is represented by different colors. 

Fig. 5. Cumulative influence in group of three measured by 

time series of acceleration. 
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.2. Pre-defined leadership in a small group 

First, we analyzed leadership emergence in a small group (i.e., a

roup of three). The initial positions of the individuals (labelled as nos.

–3) are illustrated in Fig. 3 . First, the source dataset was generated

ccording to simulations using the extended SFM following the steps

hown in Fig. 2 . The original data (i.e., time series of velocity and accel-

ration) used to calculate TE according to Eq. (4) is reflected in Fig. 4 .

he time series of the velocity ( 𝑣 𝑥 , 𝑣 𝑦 ) and acceleration ( 𝑎 𝑥 , 𝑎 𝑦 ) were re-

olved as scalars in x and y directions, respectively. We computed TE

or a time series of scalar variables in this study. Readers can refer to

45] for an extended TE approach for bivariate time series. Next, we

sed the time series of movement information to calculate TE for every

wo evacuees located within an influence range ( R = 1.8 m). We used

qs. (5) and (6) to compute the cumulative influence. We determined

he leader in a group as the individual who outputs the largest net in-

uence and has a monotonically increasing cumulative influence curve

ver the investigated period. 

The cumulative influence curve in Fig. 5 illustrates the causal re-

ationship in the group of three. The evacuees were bonded by a so-

ial group force, and the leader (i.e., No. 1) was pre-defined. The ac-
55 
eleration of evacuees during the evacuation process was used as the

ource data for TE computations (see Fig. 5 ). The time window seg-

ent to compute TE was 50 steps, each time step represents 0.02 s. A

equence of successive data segments with a gap of 10 steps was ap-

lied. Fig. 5 shows that the cumulative influence curve of No.1 pre-

ented an increasing pattern, whereas those of nos. 2 and 3 decreased.

his increasing and decreasing trend suggests the leader and follower

ole of an individual during evacuation. That is, No. 1 played a driving

ole, whereas nos. 2 and 3 responded to No. 1. The movement status

f No. 1 was followed by nos. 2 and 3 during the evacuation process.

dditionally, we found that the magnitude of cumulative influence of

hree evacuees correlated with their spatial locations (i.e., distance to

he exit), that is, 𝑁𝑜. 1 → 𝑁𝑜. 2 → 𝑁𝑜. 3 . The pre-defined leader (i.e., No.

) in the group of three was correctly detected using TE. This suggests

ts capability to measure pre-defined leadership in social groups based

n the time series of evacuees’ movement information. 

The cumulative influence measured by TE, based on the time series

f velocity and acceleration of evacuees, is further illustrated in Fig. 6 .

here were no significant differences in trends of 𝑉 𝑥 ( 𝐴 𝑥 ) and 𝑉 𝑦 ( 𝐴 𝑦 ).

he cumulative influence curve of velocity showed more fluctuations

han that of acceleration earlier. A common pattern in Fig. 6 is that No.
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Fig. 6. Cumulative influence measured by time series of ve- 

locity and acceleration in group of three. 

Fig. 7. Movement patterns of group of six during evacuation. 
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 (red box) had an increasing cumulative influence curve over the major

roportion of investigated time period, contrary to that of nos. 2 and 3.

he order of the cumulative influence value followed 𝑁𝑜. 1 → 𝑁𝑜. 2 →
𝑜. 3 , coinciding with their spatial locations. It shows that No. 1 played

 leader role while nos. 2 and 3 were followers. However, 𝑉 𝑦 results

howed a slight difference and followed an order of nos. 1, 3 and 2. The

robable reason could be that nos. 2 and 3 was closely bonded due to

he existence of social group force. 

.3. Undeclared leadership emergence 

A longstanding question is how leadership emerges and switches

ithin a group. We attempt to respond to this primarily according to

n analysis of the movement of a group of six. The initial positions of

ndividuals in the room are illustrated in Fig. 3 . We simulated the evac-

ation process for a medium-sized group of six individuals. They moved

irectly to the exit and were bonded by a social group. No leader was

redefined. The initial positions of the six individuals and group patterns

hat evolved over time are illustrated in Fig. 7 . At t = 0, six individuals
56 
egan evacuating from the left, at the back of the room. At t = 100,

he group tended to separate into two subgroups. A probable reason is

hat maintaining group consistency becomes increasingly difficult when

he group size (i.e., six) is not small. According to Eq. (3) , the social

roup force diminishes when the distance between two individuals is

oo long. Consequently, the separate formation of two subgroups be-

ame increasingly clear when the connection between nos. 3 and 4 was

nfringed because of increasing distance. At approximately t = 300, the

roup of six split into two subgroups of three each. The intra-subgroup

istance was smaller than the inter-subgroup distance. The cumulative

nfluence in Fig. 8 shows that nos. 1 and 4 had positive values with a

lightly rising trend over a certain period, implying that they functioned

s group leaders. However, nos. 2, 3, 5, and 6 presented decreasing

rends, and the cumulative influence was negative. The results for lead-

rship detected by TE concur with the group patterns shown in Fig. 7 .

he foremost individual in each subgroup was detected as a leader.

his is the first study to apply TE to quantitatively measure how large

roups separate into smaller ones with the emergence of undeclared

eadership. 
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Fig. 8. Cumulative influence measured by time series of ac- 

celeration in group of six. 

Fig. 9. Cumulative influence of a group of 10. (a) Case 1: social group with a pre-defined leader, (b) Case 2: social group with no pre-defined leader, and (c) Case 

3: isolated individuals with no group force and pre-defined leader. 

57 
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Fig. 10. The movement patterns of a group of 10 in 

three cases. 
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.4. Detecting leadership in a large group 

This section investigates leadership emergence in a large group of

0 individuals. Unlike the groups of three and six discussed above, the

roup of 10 moved directly to the exit from the room’s middle area. The

nitial positions of the 10 individuals are shown in Fig. 3 . Three cases

ere designed to evacuate a group of 10 in a single-exit room: Case 1, a

eader (No.1) was pre-defined and group members were bonded by the

ocial group force. Case 2, no leader was pre-defined and individuals

ere only connected by group force. Case 3, neither the social group

orce nor leader was pre-defined; that is, isolated individuals moved

ndependently to the exit. 

The cumulative influence of these individuals during the evacuation

s shown in Fig. 9 . No. 1 had the largest increasing trend of cumulative

nfluence in Case 1 (see Fig. 9 (a)). The remaining nine curves inter-

eaved and did not exhibit any significant differences. This indicates

hat the leader detected by TE (i.e., No.1) is in accordance with the

redefined leader. The trend in Case 1 can also be observed in Case

 ( Fig. 9 (b)). The cumulative influence of No.1 gradually increased,

hereas the remaining nine curves fluctuated. The individual located

n the foremost part of the group was detected as a leader, which con-

urred with previous experimental observations in [26] . Additionally,

his implied that the interactions between evacuees connected by so-
58 
ial group forces rather than pre-defined leaders were responsible for

he leadership’s emergence. To confirm this hypothesis, Case 3 simu-

ated the evacuation process of 10 isolated individuals who were not

onnected by group force and moved independently. The leadership in

ase 3 was not as notable as that in the first two cases as reflected in

ig. 9 (c). The cumulative influence curves of the 10 individuals over-

apped and fluctuated over time. 

Fig. 10 illustrates the movement patterns of a group of 10 individu-

ls at various times in the three cases. At t = 30, similar patterns were

bserved in all three cases. However, these differences became increas-

ngly significant over time. At t = 200, a linear (or river-like) pattern

as observed in Case 1, wherein individuals were closer than in the

ther two cases. The linear pattern in Case 1 continued and became

ore notable over time. Contrastingly, no linear pattern was observed

n either Case 2 or 3. Individuals gradually bonded together in Case

, whereas a greater distance was maintained among those in Case 3.

hus, social group force bonded individuals together and caused their

nterpersonal distance to be smaller in Cases 1 and 2 than for isolated

ndividuals in Case 3. Moreover, the predefined leader is the reason for

he linear movement pattern. An optimal and balanced movement pat-

ern arises in Case 1 when the direction of the follower’s position and

hat of the predefined leader is consistent with the follower’s desired

oving direction to the exit. This contributes to the formation of a linear
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attern accordingly. The single-group dynamics during evacuation were

ell explained by the group movement pattern. However, this study was

imited because the designed simulation scenarios were simple. Future

tudies should extend the proposed approach to more complex situations

nvolving group-to-group interactions. 

. Conclusions 

We conducted a series of evacuation simulations to investigate

ingle-group dynamics with pre-defined and undeclared leadership. The

ocial force model was extended to describe group behavior by integrat-

ng it with a social group force. We applied TE to measure the directional

nformation transfer among evacuees. The main conclusions are as fol-

ows: 

• The leadership detected by the TE approach was in accordance

with the predefined rule. This suggests the feasibility of applying an

information-theoretic method to quantify leadership in the evacuat-

ing group. The cumulative influence curve of a leader increased, and

the followers decreased. The leader played a driving role, whereas

the followers were responding elements during the evacuation pro-

cess. 

• Leadership emergence correlated with individual spatial positions.

Individuals in the front were likely to be leaders whose movement

information was followed by those in the rear. 

• The larger group tended to split into smaller groups during the move-

ment. A predefined leader can lead to a linear movement pattern in

the group. The TE results demonstrated that leaders who were dis-

covered were not created as a predefined leader, but by interactions

among individuals within the group. 

This study provides new insights into single-group dynamics and

uantifying leadership emergence in evacuation using an information-

heoretic method. Analysis of local interactions between evacuees can

otivate future researchers towards developing more accurate simula-

ion models. These recommendations will assist in optimizing the crowd

otion towards the desired state. For example, minorities are likely

o recognize risks (e.g., fire) in an emergency. Their tendency to ini-

iate movement or change direction can be perceived, followed by their

eighbors, and propagate to the rest of the group. Consequently, it is

ritical to guide minorities effectively to ensure that the entire group

vacuates safely. 
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